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Abstract

In the classical setting of differential privacy, a privacy-preserving query is performed on a private database, after which the query result is released to the analyst; a differentially private query ensures that the presence of a single database entry is protected from the analyst’s view. In this work, we contribute the first definitional framework for differential privacy in the trusted curator setting (Fig. 1); clients submit private inputs to the trusted curator, which then computes individual outputs privately returned to each client. The adversary is more powerful than the standard setting; it can corrupt up to \(n-1\) clients and subsequently decide inputs and learn outputs of corrupted parties. In this setting, the adversary also obtains leakage from the honest output that is correlated with a corrupted output. Standard differentially private mechanisms protect client inputs but do not mitigate output correlation leaking arbitrary client information, which can forfeit client privacy completely. We initiate the investigation of a novel notion of correlated-output differential privacy to bound the leakage from output correlation in the trusted curator setting. We define the satisfaction of both standard and correlated-output differential privacy as round differential privacy and highlight the relevance of this novel privacy notion to all application domains in the trusted curator model.

We explore round differential privacy in traditional “dark pool” market venues, which promise privacy-preserving trade execution to mitigate front-running; privately submitted trade orders and trade execution are kept private by the trusted venue operator. We observe that dark pools satisfy neither classic nor correlated-output differential privacy; in markets with low trade activity, the adversary may trivially observe recurring, honest trading patterns, and anticipate and front-run future trades. In response, we present the first round differentially private market mechanisms that formally mitigate information leakage from all trading activity of a user. This is achieved with fuzzy order matching, inspired by the standard randomized response mechanism; however, this also introduces a liquidity mismatch as buy and sell orders are not guaranteed to execute pairwise, thereby weakening output correlation; this mismatch is compensated for by a round differentially private liquidity provider mechanism, which freezes a noisy amount of assets from the liquidity provider for the duration of a privacy epoch, but leaves trader balances unaffected. We propose oblivious algorithms for realizing our proposed market mechanisms with secure multi-party computation (MPC) and implement these in the Scale-Mamba Framework using Shamir Secret Sharing based MPC. We demonstrate practical, round differentially private trading with comparable throughput as prior work implementing (traditional) dark pool algorithms in MPC; our experiments demonstrate practicality for both traditional finance and decentralized finance settings.
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Figure 1 The standard model of differential privacy (L) vs. the trusted curator model (R). In this work, we contribute the first definitional framework for differential privacy in the trusted curator model (§3.1).
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1 Introduction

In the standard differential privacy setting (Fig. 1, left), a single analyst (A) receives a query on private inputs from clients (P1, P2, P3) computed by the trusted third party (T). A differentially private query protects the privacy of an input x_i submitted by client P_i. In the trusted curator model (Fig. 1, right), the curator C evaluates a function on all privately submitted inputs, (y_1, y_2, y_3) ← M(x_1, x_2, x_3), and returns each output y_i privately to client P_i, which may be corrupted by the adversary. A (classically) differentially private mechanism M will protect the honest input x_1. However, if honest output y_1 = M^1(x_1, x_2, x_3) and adversarial output y_{i\neq1} = M^i(x_1, x_2, x_3) are correlated, honest y_1 may be trivially inferred from an adversarial y_{i\neq1}, breaking client privacy. In this work, we introduce correlated-output differential privacy (§3.3) to protect against such leakage to achieve client privacy in the setting of the trusted curator. The conjunction with standard differential privacy protecting inputs is defined as round differential privacy (§3.4), protecting the entire client transcript in each interaction round. In this model, the adversary can inject inputs to each round; round differential privacy insures that such a chosen-input attack has a bounded effect on the honest user’s output. We highlight the investigation of round differentially private algorithms for general and specific application domains as a research question of independent interest. In this work, we investigate round differentially private market applications to prevent front-running in traditional or decentralized finance.

The term front-running originates from the notion of “getting in front” of pending trades. A party anticipating a large buy order may purchase the same asset first, as the pending large buy order will likely drive up the price of the asset; the front-running party can then sell the asset at a higher price following the execution of the large buy order. Front-running occurs whenever submitted trade orders that have yet to be executed are observable by the
front-running adversary. In traditional finance, the presence of pending orders may be public or inferred from market order books. In decentralized finance, pending transactions are publicly gossiped across a peer-to-peer network. In both settings, front-running is prevalent.

In traditional finance, Dark Pool venues [25] promise the private execution of trades. Here, clients submit private orders to the venue operator, who then computes the execution of trades without leaking pending orders submitted by clients; pre-trade privacy ensures that pending orders remain private, whilst post-trade privacy protects the privacy of the trade execution. An initial attempt to provide both pre-trade and post-trade privacy would be to implement a market venue with a trusted curator role; in each round, parties can submit the trade orders privately to the curator, which then computes an optimal matching of submitted trade orders. The trade results are then privately output to each participating client. Since all communication between individual client and curator is private, no trade orders or trade outcomes are explicitly leaked. Removing the trusted curator role in dark pools with secure multi-party computation (MPC) has been recently explored in [6, 7, 12, 13], demonstrating practical run-times amenable to real-world trading volume.

However, we observe that round differential privacy is violated in classical order-matching algorithms run by dark pool venues; a trade execution always implies a counter-party, thus revealing the presence of another trade in the opposing direction (Lemmas 4 and 6); such leakage occurs because trade execution are necessarily correlated between different parties. In venues with low trade volume, such inferences may lead to practical attacks. Consider the Time-Weighted Average Price (TWAP)\(^1\) trade, where a larger trade volume is scheduled as smaller trades over time to minimize price impact. If the periodic execution of such smaller trades is detected early, the remaining trade schedule can be anticipated and front-run. This motivates our investigation of market mechanisms with formal, privacy guarantees protecting the full transcript of interactions between trader and dark pool venue.

In this work, we contribute round-differentially-private (§4) market mechanisms for the trusted curator model. Here, the actual “trade”, “no-trade” outcome for each order is determined by sampling a Bernoulli distribution biased towards the deterministically computed, optimal matching. However, since trades are filled or not filled based on independently sampling trade outcomes, there is no guarantee that each executed trade is matched with an equivalent volume in the opposing direction; therefore, a liquidity deficit may occur. Here, market makers or liquidity providers make up for liquidity deficits. To prevent liquidity providers from learning about the traded volume of a single user from their updated liquidity balances, a random, yet bounded amount of market maker liquidity is frozen to obtain round differential privacy; frozen liquidity is returned to the market makers at the end of each privacy epoch, that is sufficiently long for honest users to complete long-running trade strategies.

We instantiate our fuzzy order matching market mechanisms with oblivious MPC algorithms (§5) and implement these algorithms using the Scale-Mamba framework [3] with Shamir Secret Sharing based MPC; history has shown that dark pool venue operators frequently exploit confidential order flow information [20, 21, 19], thus motivating us to demonstrate practical feasibility of distributing round differential private market mechanisms across MPC committees in lieu of a trusted operator. We show that our algorithms not only satisfy stronger privacy guarantees than considered in previous work, they also achieve high order throughput appropriate for most real-world settings. In fact, even with the additional overhead induced by round differentially private algorithms, we obtain runtimes

\(^1\) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-weighted_average_price
comparable to the algorithms presented in prior work implementing traditional dark pools in MPC [12]. Finally, we emphasize that our fair market mechanism designs are applicable to both traditional dark pool venue operators and decentralized finance. Our fair markets can be instantiated in privacy-preserving smart contract frameworks realized by an MPC committee and privacy-preserving ledger, most recently demonstrated by Baum et al. in [4] with minimal complexity overhead; here, trade execution is settled in private on a public ledger.

1.1 Related Work

Differentially private markets. Chitra et al. [11] propose a Uniform Random Execution algorithm which permutes and splits submitted trades in a randomized, differentially private manner. We note that [11] does not offer output or post-trade privacy; all executed trades are seen by the adversary. Thus, this approach does not contribute to our goal of protecting the privacy of long-running trader strategies performed over multiple rounds.

Dark pool markets. Recent proposals [6, 7, 12, 13] have convincingly demonstrated that the role distribution of the dark pool operator can be instantiated in practice with multi-party computation (MPC) to prevent abuse of private order information. Still, these works also do not consider the entirety of information flow leaking from all honest trader activity; Firstly, adversarial outputs reveal information about privately submitted honest inputs (Lemma 4) and secondly, outputs are correlated, such that an adversary also obtains information about honest outputs (Lemma 6). In the decentralized finance setting, homomorphic encryption has been proposed to aggregate orders obliviously [24]; however, since all inputs are encrypted to the same public key, any subsequent decryption to reveal the aggregated order will leak the privacy of any single trade, if all but one client has been corrupted.

Differential privacy and MPC. Whilst differentially private mechanisms have been implemented in MPC, these works do not consider privacy over the full, individual transcript in the trusted curator model (§3.1), where clients submit private inputs and receive private outputs. Instead, the MPC output is a single query result computed over inputs from a private database. Here, the returned query is not considered private. The main use-case is generating differentially private machine learning models over private data with MPC [22, 1, 27, 23].

2 Preliminaries

Differential privacy. Differential privacy was introduced in [14] as a technique for quantifying the privacy guarantees of a mechanism. A central concept is the definition of neighbouring datasets which are denoted \( x \sim x' \). Intuitively, this definition is used to capture the information we want to protect. Typically \( x \) and \( x' \) are identical except for the data about one individual. We formally define neighbouring inputs in our setting of the trusted curator in Section 3.1. Differential privacy is a restriction on how much the output distribution of a mechanism can change between any neighbouring input datasets.

Definition 1 ((\( \varepsilon, \delta \))-DP). A randomized mechanism \( \mathcal{M} \) satisfies \((\varepsilon, \delta)\)-differential privacy if for all pairs of neighbouring datasets \( x \sim x' \) and all sets of outputs \( S \) we have:

\[
\Pr[\mathcal{M}(x) \in S] \leq \exp(\varepsilon) \cdot \Pr[\mathcal{M}(x') \in S] + \delta
\]
Multi-party computation. Multi-party computation is a cryptographic technique that allows a set of $n$ mistrustful parties to calculate a function of their own private inputs without revealing them. We consider an MPC protocol based on Shamir secret sharing, where a secret value $s$ is shared by giving each party $i$ the evaluation $f(i)$ of a polynomial $f$ of degree $t$ and coefficients in $\mathbb{F}_p$ such that $f(0) = s$. The protocol assumes an honest majority, i.e., $t < n/2$, and it is actively secure with an abort, meaning that a malicious party deviating from the protocol is caught with overwhelming probability and the honest parties abort the protocol when this happens. In this work, we use Scale-Mamba [3], a framework that implements various MPC protocols in the preprocessing model. In this methodology, the computation has a preprocessing phase where input independent data is generated. This data is then used in the input dependent online phase, where the desired computation over private inputs is performed.

### 3 Round differential privacy in the trusted curator model

In this section, we first formalize the round-based trusted curator model (§3.1). Round differential privacy is defined over two distinct notions: (1) Input differential privacy (§3.2) protects the honest input, and mirrors the classic notion of differential privacy over a private database. (2) Correlated output differential privacy (§3.3) protects leakage from correlated outputs, and represents a novel privacy notion of general interest for all application domains. Round differential privacy (§3.4) is defined over (1) and (2); here, we also formalize multi-round differential privacy, to protect the entire honest transcript over multiple interaction rounds in the trusted curator model.

#### 3.1 The trusted curator

We first define our proposed notions of privacy in the “trusted curator” model (Fig. 1), which can then seamlessly be applied to the setting of secure multi-party computation. The trusted curator $C$ interacts with parties $P_1, ..., P_n$, which are assumed to have established private, authenticated communication links with the trusted curator. Interaction proceeds in rounds, each consisting of the following phases.

1. **Input phase** All parties send their individual inputs to the trusted curator $C$, which obtains the input set $x_1, ..., x_n$ from parties $P_1, ..., P_n$ respectively.

2. **Evaluation phase** Upon receiving all inputs, the trusted curator locally computes a known algorithm $M$ over inputs received in the input phase: namely $y \leftarrow M(x)$, where $x = (x_1, ..., x_n)$ and $y = (y_1, ..., y_n)$. Further, curator $C$ is assumed to have access to randomness to evaluate randomized algorithms.

3. **Output phase** The trusted curator privately sends each output element $y_i$ in $y$ to party $P_i$, and enters the input phase again. Any “public output” $y_{pub}$ is encoded in each individual output; $\forall i \in [n]: y_{pub} \in y_i$.

**Client corruption.** The adversary $A$ can statically corrupt up to $n - 1$ clients, upon which it decides what inputs the corrupted clients submit in each interaction round. The adversary decides corrupted inputs and observes the output for each corrupted client returned from the trusted curator; the adversary cannot corrupt the curator itself. We denote the adversarial output view from a round evaluating mechanism $M$ on round inputs $x$ as $M^A(x)$.

**Public outputs.** We permit the trusted curator to also return public outputs; naturally, any public output is part of the adversarial output view $M^A(x)$.
Privacy against the network adversary. We assume that the physical presence of a party in each round is observable by the network adversary. Since obfuscating the active participation across the network may be challenging, we assume parties to be physically online and to participate in each round, but permit them to submit dummy inputs, allowing for passive participation and obfuscating the logical presence of a party in a given round. Without dummy inputs, the physical presence of a party will always leak the presence of a logical input contributed by a party to the computation by the trusted curator; in the setting of privacy-preserving markets, for example, the network adversary would learn that a party is submitting some trade in a given round.

Further, we assume that parties can anonymously submit inputs to the trusted curator via techniques such as mixnets [9, 8], thereby hiding their identity from the network adversary. In practice, parties can delegate the physical interaction with the trusted curator model in each round to trusted servers, and only need to come online when they wish to forward a valid, non-dummy input.

Group privacy. We highlight that individual differential privacy guarantees introduced in the subsequent section naturally imply group privacy; a mechanism protecting the presence of a single client can do so for multiple clients, consuming equal privacy budget amounts for each additional group member.

3.2 Differential privacy for inputs

In the standard setting of differential privacy, an analyst performs a query on a private database and the result of the query is released to the analyst; a differentially private query bounds how much the analyst output distribution changes, upon adding or removing an entry in the private database.

We adapt the classic notion of differential privacy to the setting of the trusted curator. Instead of protecting private database entries, we first wish to protect inputs submitted by honest clients. We introduce a dummy value that allows clients to have no impact on a given round. Thus, the following definition of neighbouring input vectors follows directly from the standard definition of neighbouring databases under the add/remove relation in the classic setting.

▶ Definition 2 (neighboring input vectors). Input vectors \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) and \( x' = (x'_1, \ldots, x'_n) \) of equal length are neighboring, denoted as \( x \sim x' \), if the following holds true:

\[
\exists i \in [n] : x_j = x'_j \text{ for all } j \neq i \text{ and } (x_i = \text{dummy or } x'_i = \text{dummy})
\]

For a randomized algorithm \( M \) evaluated on input vector \( x \), let \( M^A(x) = \{Y_j\}_{j \in A} \) denote output distributions observed by corrupted clients. Then, the following definition follows directly from the standard notion [15] of differential privacy where we consider the input vector as the private database on which the query \( M \) is performed and the adversary obtains the output view \( M^A(x) \) of all corrupted parties. Note that there is no restriction on the output distribution seen only by the honest user.

▶ Definition 3 (\((\varepsilon, \delta)\)-input DP). For an evaluation of \((\varepsilon, \delta)\)-input differentially private algorithm \( M \) in the trusted curator model over neighboring private input vectors \( x \sim x' \), the following must hold for any adversarially observable output event \( S^A \):

\[
\Pr[ M^A(x) \in S^A ] \leq \exp(\varepsilon) \cdot \Pr[ M^A(x') \in S^A ] + \delta
\]
As we will see in Section 3.3, input differential privacy is necessary, but insufficient to protect both in- and output of an honest client in the trusted curator round. Whilst Definition 3 protects the privacy of a user input, it does not guarantee that the honest output remains private. This motivates correlated-output differential privacy, introduced in the subsequent section Section 3.3. Again, the standard setting of differential privacy does not consider the privacy of the query output, as there is only a single query result released publicly or to the adversarial analyst.

▶ Lemma 4. Dark Pools violate $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-input differential-privacy for any $\delta < 1$.

Proof (Sketch). A dark pool venue operator can be idealized as a trusted curator which privately receives trade orders from clients. Upon evaluating the market algorithm in private, it privately outputs trade executions to clients. Assume an honest user submits the only buy order and the corrupted client submitting a sell order observes that its trade order is executed. Any change in the honest counter-party’s privately submitted buy order cancels the matching of this order pair, observable to the adversary with probability 1, thereby violating Definition 3.

Adversarially chosen inputs. Note that input differential privacy in Definition 3 naturally protects against chosen input attacks; informally, such an attack permits the adversary to change its inputs and observe induced effects on its output distributions to learn something about honest inputs. However, note that $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-input DP applies equal privacy guarantees to any input submitted to the trusted curator. Thus, for appropriately chosen privacy parameters, a chosen input attack on an $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-input DP mechanism will not reveal meaningful information to the adversary, as its chosen input perturbation will not induce a sufficiently observable effect on its output distributions.

3.3 Differential privacy for correlated outputs

In contrast to prior work, where a single output is returned from a differentially-private mechanism, we must protect the privacy of outputs that are returned from the trusted curator to individual clients over private channels. Even if input differential privacy protects honest inputs, the individual outputs returned to clients may still be strongly correlated, potentially allowing honest outputs to be inferred from corrupted ones.

▶ Definition 5 ($(\varepsilon, \delta)$-correlated-output DP). For an evaluation of $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-correlated output differentially private algorithm $M$ in the trusted curator model over fixed input vector $x$, the following must hold for any adversarial output event $S_A$ and any honest output event $S_h$.

$$\Pr[M_A(x) \in S_A | M^h(x) \in S^h] \leq \exp(\varepsilon) \cdot \Pr[M_A(x) \in S_A | M^h(x) \not\in S^h] + \delta$$

Definition 5 is interpreted as follows; for any set of inputs and two different honest output events $(M^h(x) \in S^h$ vs. $M^h(x) \not\in S^h$), the output distribution $M_A(x)$ of the adversary remains $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-similar. In other words, any change in the honest output can only have a bounded effect on the adversarially observable output distribution.

We highlight an immediate consequence of Definition 5 for economic applications; a correlated-output DP mechanism cannot distribute funds to all clients where the supply of output funds is known or public; an adversary corrupting $n-1$ clients can trivially infer the funds privately output to the single honest client by just aggregating its own outputs and observing the difference to the total supply. Thus;
Lemma 6. Economic mechanisms evaluated in the trusted curator model which allocate a fixed supply of “assets” over client outputs violate \((\varepsilon, \delta)\)-correlated-output differential privacy for any \(\delta < 1\).

Overcoming this is not straightforward, as financial applications cannot be allowed to arbitrarily mint or create funds out of thin air. We overcome these constraints by performing fuzzy matching of orders and temporarily freezing funds to achieve correlated-output differential privacy in rDP-volume-match (Section 4.1) and rDP-double-auction (Section 4.2).

Applications with correlated outputs. We argue there exist many applications in the trusted curator setting which require correlated outputs; most closely related to this work are economic applications which govern the private allocation of finite resources, which include auctions, markets, financial derivatives and other economic contracts.

3.4 Single-round & Multi-round privacy

Since \((\varepsilon, \delta)\)-input DP and \((\varepsilon, \delta)\)-correlated-output DP protect different parts of the honest round transcript, we must formally consider two separate privacy budgets which are consumed with each interaction round in the trusted curator model. We define differential privacy for each interaction round with the trusted curator as follows.

Definition 7 (Round-DP). The evaluation of a mechanism that satisfies \((\varepsilon^{\text{in}}, \delta^{\text{in}})\)-input DP and \((\varepsilon^{\text{out}}, \delta^{\text{out}})\)-correlated-output DP is \((\varepsilon^{\text{in}}, \delta^{\text{in}})-(\varepsilon^{\text{out}}, \delta^{\text{out}})\)-round differentially private.

Definition 7 implies that the privacy of input and outputs may be parameterized independently. Indeed, this permits the trade-off between utility and privacy for different parts of the honest transcript to be decided separately; the input to an evaluation round may require a higher degree of privacy than the returned output or vice versa.

Multi-round privacy. When applying differential privacy to queries on a static database, \(m\) instances of \((\varepsilon_i, \delta_i)\)-differentially private queries taken together are \((\varepsilon_1 + ... + \varepsilon_m, \delta_1 + ... + \delta_m)\) differentially private using basic composition [15] with tighter bounds known using advanced composition [17]. However, in the trusted curator model, the curator accepts fresh inputs in each interaction round, allowing us to consider each round input as disjoint, private data. We define multi-round differential privacy as the sensitivity of the adversarial output view over \(m\) rounds to changes in inputs submitted and outputs received by a single client.

Definition 8 (\(m\)-round-DP). Let the adversarial output view over \(m\) interaction rounds between \(n\)-clients and the trusted curator be given as \(M_A^1(x_1), ..., M_A^m(x_m)\). Then, we define this \(m\)-round transcript as;

\[
M_{\text{mul}}^{\text{A}}(\tilde{x}) = (M_A^1(x_1), ..., M_A^m(x_m)) \quad \text{where} \quad \tilde{x} = (x_1, ..., x_m) \quad \text{are round-specific client inputs.}
\]

Let \(m\)-round client inputs \(\tilde{x} = (x_1, ..., x_m)\) and \(\tilde{x}' = (x'_1, ..., x'_m)\) be neighboring if they only differ in inputs submitted by a single client throughout the \(m\) rounds;

\[
\exists! \text{client } i : \forall \text{round } r \in [m] : (x_r = x'_r) \quad \text{or} \quad (x_r \sim x'_r \quad \text{where} \quad x_r(i) \neq x'_r(i))
\]

Further, we denote an \(m\)-round output event for the adversary and honest client as \(S_A^\text{mul} = S_A^1, ..., S_A^m\) and \(S_h^\text{mul} = S_h^1, ..., S_h^m\) respectively.
The $m$-round interaction is $(\epsilon_{\text{in}}, \delta_{\text{in}})-(\epsilon_{\text{out}}, \delta_{\text{out}})$-$m$-round differentially private if for any two neighbouring $m$-round inputs $\bar{x}$ and $\bar{x}'$, any adversarial and honest $m$-round events $S^A_{\text{mul}}$ and $S^h_{\text{mul}}$, the following holds true:

$$\Pr[M^A_{\text{mul}}(\bar{x}) \in S^A_{\text{mul}}] \leq \exp(\epsilon_{\text{in}}) \cdot \Pr[M^A_{\text{mul}}(\bar{x}') \in S^A_{\text{mul}}] + \delta_{\text{in}}$$

$$\Pr[M^A_{\text{mul}}(\bar{x}) \in S^A_{\text{mul}} | M^h_{\text{mul}}(\bar{x}) = S^h_{\text{mul}}] \leq \exp(\epsilon_{\text{out}}) \cdot \Pr[M^A_{\text{mul}}(\bar{x}) \in S^A_{\text{mul}} | M^h_{\text{mul}}(\bar{x}) \neq S^h_{\text{mul}}] + \delta_{\text{out}}$$

The following theorem relates single-round DP (def. 7) with $m$-round DP (def. 8), allowing us to achieve multi-round privacy from sequential interaction rounds between clients and the trusted curator.

**Theorem 9 (m-round composition (updated 2)).** Let there be $m$ consecutive interaction rounds with $n$ clients and the trusted curator. In each round, the trusted curator evaluates round-specific algorithms $M_1, ..., M_m$ that are run independently and are $(\epsilon_{\text{in}}^1, \delta_{\text{in}}^1)-(\epsilon_{\text{out}}^1, \delta_{\text{out}}^1), ..., (\epsilon_{\text{in}}^m, \delta_{\text{in}}^m)-(\epsilon_{\text{out}}^m, \delta_{\text{out}}^m)$ round differentially private and evaluated on round-specific input vectors $x_1, ..., x_m$. Then, the $m$-round evaluation is

$$\left( \sum_{j \in [m]} \epsilon_{\text{in}}^j, \sum_{j \in [m]} \delta_{\text{in}}^j \right) - \left( \sum_{j \in [m]} \epsilon_{\text{out}}^j, \sum_{j \in [m]} \delta_{\text{out}}^j \right)$$

$m$-round differentially private.

**Proof.** We use the basic version of the adaptive composition theorem for the proof. Since the inputs in each round are either equal or neighboring, the $m$-round notion of input DP (Eq. (a) in Def. 8) follows directly from applying the Composition Theorem for approximate DP (see [26, Theorem 22]).

Towards satisfying the $m$-round notion of correlated-output DP (Eq. (b) in Def. 8) notice that for each round we can define the event $S^h$ that the honest output agrees with $S^h_{\text{mul}}$. Definition 5 then tells us that each round is $(\epsilon_j, \delta_j)$-indistinguishable. Similar to the input DP we can use the Composition Theorem to get guarantees for the $m$-round correlated-output DP.

**4 Round differentially private market mechanisms**

We propose round differentially private market mechanisms in the trusted curator model. These include volume matching of orders, where a batch of buy and sell orders (§4.1) are matched at a given exchange rate determined at an external reference market, and double auctions (§4.2), where buy and sell orders also feature price limits, such that a clearing price must first be computed for each round before orders can be matched. Following a gentle introduction, each algorithm is formally proven to satisfy round differential-privacy.

To realize any meaningful notion of privacy in practice, we later distribute the trusted curator by means of secure multi-party computation (MPC) in section §5.

**4.1 Round-DP volume matching**

In volume matching, the exchange rate is pre-determined by an external reference rate. A trader only chooses to submit a sell, buy or to abstain from the round with a dummy order. We introduce a $(\epsilon_{\text{in}}, \delta_{\text{in}})-(\epsilon_{\text{out}}, \delta_{\text{out}})$-round differentially private volume matching algorithm
named rDP-Volume-match, overcoming the privacy limitations of the traditional dark pool setting, where a matched buy and sell order pair implies leaking the presence of an order execution to the counter-party and thereby violates both input- and correlated-output differential privacy (Lemmas 4 and 6). We overcome this privacy challenge with the following two phases in the rDP-Volume-match algorithm (Fig. 2).

1. **Fuzzy order matching.** In the first phase of rDP-volume-match, orders are matched in a “fuzzy” manner; following a preliminary, deterministic matching step which maximizes number of trades, each final trade output (trade/no-trade) for each client is sampled independently from a distribution parameterized by $\varepsilon$ and biased towards the preliminary matching result; we adapt this technique from the standard randomized response mechanism [15, 28], that is both $(\varepsilon, 0)$-input and $(0, 0)$-correlated output differentially private; the latter property arises naturally from the independent sampling of outputs which occurs in randomized response. Randomized, fuzzy matching of orders also implies that the final aggregate exchange of assets may not sum to zero; in any given round, the total buy volume may not equal the total sell volume. We handle this mismatch in the second phase of rDP-volume-match.

2. **Liquidity compensation.** We introduce a liquidity provider, which compensates for the mismatch between buy and sell volume; however, without any additional treatment, the adversary corrupting $n - 1$ traders and the liquidity provider can trivially learn the honest output from the implied flow of assets between corrupt and honest parties (e.g. output correlation). To ensure that the corrupt liquidity provider’s output is correlated-output differentially private, a randomized amount of its liquidity is frozen; here, the parameterization of rDP-Volume-match permits the choice of an upper limit ($\rho_{\text{max}}$) on frozen volumes of both the risky and numeraire asset types, thereby bounding the opportunity cost imposed on the liquidity provider. We define a privacy epoch over multiple rounds in Definition 10, during which the privacy guarantees of rDP-volume-match hold; if the frozen liquidity is later returned to the liquidity provider, round differential privacy is no longer guaranteed. In practice, we argue that it is acceptable to guarantee round differential privacy for a bounded number of rounds, during which honest users can complete their multi-round trading strategy without front-running interference. For privacy guarantees to hold indefinitely, assets would have to burned. Note that assets are never minted, preserving the integrity of their supply. We also note that, in principle, multiple liquidity providers could participate in each round of rDP-Volume-Match; we model a single liquidity provider to simplify exposition and formal proofs.

Next, we detail and motivate steps of rDP-volume-match and refer to Fig. 2 for a formal description of the algorithm.

**Orders in rDP-Volume-match.** Let a valid, privately submitted trade order be the tuple $(b, s, id)$, where $b$ and $s$ represent buy and sell bits respectively, and $id$ is the trader identifier. Thus, let $(b, s) \in \{(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)\}$ represent a buy, sell and dummy order respectively. We fix buy and sell unit volumes such that a single sell and buy order always match in exchanged asset value.

1a. **Deterministic matching** (1a. in Fig. 2). Let the number of orders sent to the trusted curator by $n$ clients be $x = \{(b, s, id_1), ..., (b, s, id_n)\}$. Then, the maximum possible number of matches between buy $(b, s) = (1, 0)$ and sell $(b, s) = (0, 1)$ orders is computed, which is
Conversely, for each bit
the probability of the final

Each trader \( P_i^{\text{bid}} \in (P_1^{\text{bid}}, ..., P_n^{\text{bid}}) \) inputs trade order \((b_i, s_i, i_d)\).
The liquidity provider \( P_i^{\text{ask}} \) inputs liquidity amounts \((x_{i_0}^{\text{in}}, x_{i_1}^{\text{in}})\).
The privacy parameters \( \varepsilon_{\text{in}}, \varepsilon_{\text{out}}, \delta_{\text{out}} > 0 \) and \( \rho_{\text{max}} \).

1. Fuzzy order matching
   
   1a. Deterministic matching of buy & sell orders
   
   - Aggregate number of buy and sells; \( \forall i: B \leftarrow B + b_i \), and \( S \leftarrow S + s_i \).
   - Determine the number of matched pairs; \( u \leftarrow \min(B, S) \).
   - Match \( u \) pairs of buy and sell orders;
     
   - Let \( \text{match}_i \in \{0, 1\} \) indicate a match for party \( P_i \) for \( i \in [n] \).

   1b. Randomized response over order matches
   
   - \( \forall i: \text{match}_i \), sample \( \text{trade}_i \leftarrow e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}}/(1 + e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}}) \), otherwise \( \text{trade}_i \leftarrow 1/(1 + e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}}) \)
     
   - If \( \text{match}_i \) is true and \( (b_i, s_i) \neq (0, 0) \):
     
     - Return \( (b_{i_{\text{out}}}, s_{i_{\text{out}}}, i_d) \) to \( P_i^{\text{bid}} \) for a buy order \((b_i = 1, s_i = 0)\)
     
     - Return \( (b_{i_{\text{out}}}, s_{i_{\text{out}}}, i_d) \) to \( P_i^{\text{ask}} \) for a sell order \((b_i = 0, s_i = 1)\)
     
   - Else return \( (b_{i_{\text{out}}}, s_{i_{\text{out}}}, i_d) \) to \( P_i^{\text{bid}} \)

2. Liquidity compensation
   
   2a. Liquidity compensation for sampled trades
   
   - Aggregate final buy and sell volumes; \( \forall i: o^b \leftarrow o^b + b_{i_{\text{out}}} \), and \( o^s \leftarrow o^s + s_{i_{\text{out}}} \)
   - Determine the liquidity mismatch; \( \Delta_0 \leftarrow (o^s - o^b) \) and \( \Delta_1 \leftarrow -\Delta_0 \)

   2b. Randomized liquidity freezing
   
   - Sample frozen volumes; \( \forall t \in \{0, 1\}: \rho_t \leftarrow P_{\text{frz}} \) (Param. by \( \rho_{\text{max}}, \varepsilon_{\text{out}}, \delta_{\text{out}} \) in Eq. 4).
   - Return liquidity amounts \((y_{i_0}^{\text{in}}, y_{i_1}^{\text{in}}) \leftarrow (x_{i_0}^{\text{in}} + \Delta_0 + \rho_0, x_{i_1}^{\text{in}} + \Delta_1 - \rho_1) \) to \( P_i^{\text{in}} \).
   - Freeze \((\rho_0, \rho_1)\), return to \( \rho_{\text{frz}} \) at the end of the privacy epoch.

\[\text{Figure 2} \quad \text{RDP-Volume-match algorithm.}\]

simply the smaller of the number of buy \( b \) and sell \( s \) orders. Let the result of the deterministic matching phase be the bit array \( \text{match} = (\text{match}_1, ..., \text{match}_n) \), where bit \( \text{match}_i \) indicates if the \( i \)th submitted order was matched (1) or not (0). Once the total number of preliminary matched pairs is computed, they are assigned randomly to the non-dummy orders; dummy orders are never matched.

1b. Randomized response over matches (1b. in Fig. 2). Here, we apply the standard randomized response mechanism [15, 28] to determine whether a trade or no-trade is returned to the trader who submitted a valid trade order; for each bit in array \( \text{match} \) where \( \text{match}_i = 1 \), the probability of the final trade, bit equaling 1 or 0 is given by;

\[
\text{Pr}[\text{trade}_i = 1 \mid \text{match}_i = 1] = e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}}/(1 + e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}}) \tag{1}
\]
\[
\text{Pr}[\text{trade}_i = 0 \mid \text{match}_i = 1] = 1/(1 + e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}})
\]

Conversely, for each bit \( \text{match}_i = 0 \) in \( \text{match} \) and in the case that party \( i \) did not submit a dummy order, the probability of the final trade, outcome being sampled as 1 or 0 is given by;

\[
\text{Pr}[\text{trade}_i = 1 \mid \text{match}_i = 0] = 1/(1 + e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}}) \tag{2}
\]
\[
\text{Pr}[\text{trade}_i = 0 \mid \text{match}_i = 0] = e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}}/(1 + e^{\varepsilon_{\text{in}}})
\]
Thus, for parties submitting valid, non-dummy trades, each of the final trading results in array trade = \{trade_1, ..., trade_n\} is obtained from independently sampling from distributions Eq. 1 or 2 according to the match_i bit output from the deterministic matching subroutine [1a]. Trader outputs are given by the array [(b_i^{out}, s_i^{out}, id_i), ..., (b_n^{out}, s_n^{out}, id_n)], where each entry (b^{out}_i, s^{out}_i, id_i) returned to party i indicates whether a buy (b^{out}_i, s^{out}_i) = (1, 0), sell (b^{out}_i, s^{out}_i) = (0, 1) or no trade (b^{out}_i, s^{out}_i) = (0, 0) was executed.

We emphasize that a trade can only be executed as a non-dummy order was submitted at the beginning of the round, and in the same direction (sell or buy) as intended by the trader. Dummy orders always return (b^{out}, s^{out}) = (0, 0) as output; the fuzzy matching is only applied to valid, non-dummy orders only, and thus the trading “interface” remains the same as in traditional volume matching algorithms; a trade order is either filled or not at all.

2a. Liquidity compensation for sampled trades (2a. Fig. 2). Fuzzy matching of orders via randomized response implies that traded volumes from step [1b] in rDP-volume-match do not match precisely; for the trade outputs [(b_1^{out}, s_1^{out}, id_1), ..., (b_n^{out}, s_n^{out}, id_n)], the following can occur:

\[ \sum_{i \in [n]} s_i^{out} \neq \sum_{i \in [n]} b_i^{out} \]

Since sells and buys may not cancel out, we introduce the presence of a liquidity provider, which compensates for this mismatch in traded asset liquidity. Then, the amount of the numeraire asset (\(\Delta_0\)) and risky asset (\(\Delta_1\)) provided (\(\Delta < 0\)) or received (\(\Delta > 0\)) by the liquidity provider is given as:

\[ \Delta_0 = -\sum_{i \in [n]} s_i^{out} - b_i^{out} \quad \Delta_1 = \sum_{i \in [n]} s_i^{out} - b_i^{out} \] (3)

The liquidity provider compensates for this liquidity imbalance resulting from fuzzy matching; its initial balances \((x_0^{liq}, x_1^{liq})\) are updated to \((x_0^{liq} + \Delta_0, x_1^{liq} + \Delta_1)\); however, note that any change in the honest user’s trade execution will affect \(\Delta_0, \Delta_1\) with probability 1, observable by the corrupted liquidity provider and violating correlated-output differential privacy (Def. 5); relaxing the correlation between the final exchange of assets and the update in funds observed by the liquidity provider can only imply the minting or removal of funds in the round outputs.

We propose a compromise, which is a randomized mechanism to freeze liquidity, protecting the privacy of traders for the m-round duration that the liquidity remains frozen; we call this a privacy epoch (Def. 10). Our algorithm DP-volume-match refrains from minting, preserving the integrity of the underlying asset types.

2b. Randomized liquidity freezing (2b. in Fig. 2). (L8 in Figure 6). The liquidity provider inputs \((x_0^{liq}, x_1^{liq})\) amounts of numeraire (0) and risky (1) asset to a given round, and is returned updated reserve balances \((y_0^{liq}, y_1^{liq}) = (x_0^{liq} + \Delta_0 - \rho_0, x_1^{liq} + \Delta_1 - \rho_1)\), where \((\rho_0, \rho_1)\) is the volume of assets (0) and (1) frozen in the given round and returned at the end of the privacy epoch, chosen to be sufficiently long to protect a common trading strategies executed over multiple rounds.

Note that it would be easy to freeze liquidity with perfect privacy if we had unbounded liquidity. The liquidity provider could provide n units of each asset in every round and liquidity would be frozen such that \((y_0^{liq}, y_1^{liq}) = (x_0^{liq} - n, x_1^{liq} - n)\). However, the required liquidity would not be feasible for large n. Our mechanism instead provides a trade-off
between privacy and frozen liquidity. In each round we sample $\rho_0 \in [0, \rho_{\text{max}}]$ and set $\rho_1 = \rho_{\text{max}} - \rho_0$. We give the probability mass function $P_{frz}$ from which $\rho_0$ is sampled in Equation (4); this distribution is parameterized by a maximum amount of frozen liquidity $\rho_{\text{max}} \geq 1$ in the round, and correlated-output differential privacy parameters $\varepsilon_{\text{out}}, \delta_{\text{out}}$.

$$P_{frz}(\rho_0) = \begin{cases} 
\delta_{\text{out}}, \exp(\varepsilon_{\text{out}} \cdot \rho_0) & \rho_0 \in [0 : \lceil \frac{\rho_{\text{max}} - 1}{2} \rceil] \\
\delta_{\text{out}}, \exp(\varepsilon_{\text{out}} \cdot (\rho_{\text{max}} - \rho_0)) & \rho_0 \in [\lceil \frac{\rho_{\text{max}} - 1}{2} \rceil + 1 : \rho_{\text{max}}] \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

(4)

The sensitivity of $\rho_0 + \Delta_0$ and $\rho_1 + \Delta_1$ to the execution of a single trade is $\pm 1$. Distribution $frz$ allocates probability mass across multiples of unit trade volume; neighbouring freezing events $\rho_t$ and $\rho_t \pm 1$ are allocated probabilities which differ by factor $\exp(\varepsilon_{\text{out}})$. Since we limit the amount of frozen tokens to the range $[0 : \rho_{\text{max}}]$, we must accept a non-zero $\delta_{\text{out}}$ probability of violating $(\varepsilon_{\text{out}})$-correlated-output differential privacy (See Lemma 13).

**Parameterization of $P_{frz}$**. The freeze distribution is parameterized by $(\varepsilon_{\text{out}}, \delta_{\text{out}}, \rho_{\text{max}})$, but we note that these cannot be chosen independently; parameters are set so the aggregate probability mass of the $P_{frz}$ is 1. We illustrate various parameterizations of $\varepsilon_{\text{out}}, \delta_{\text{out}}$ and $\rho_{\text{max}}$ in Fig. 3. To achieve $(2.5, 4.5 \cdot 10^{-4})$-correlated-output differential privacy, $\rho_{\text{max}}$ must be set to 6, implying that up to 6 unit volumes of each asset type provided by the liquidity provider will be frozen. Lowering the $\rho_{\text{max}}$ reduces frozen liquidity, but implies higher privacy parameters $\delta_{\text{out}}$ or $\varepsilon_{\text{out}}$. For $\rho_{\text{max}} = 6$ and rounds exceeding $10^3$ number of submitted orders (as benchmarked in §5.3), we argue the opportunity cost of freezing up to 6 unit volumes of each asset represents an acceptable cost for round-differential-privacy.

**Cost of liquidity provisioning.** In fuzzy order matching, the worst case liquidity mismatch occurs when all submitted orders are in the equal direction and are all executed or fulfilled. Here, the maximum mismatch in liquidity is exactly the number of clients submitting orders in the round. Thus, the liquidity provider has to provide as much liquidity as number of clients $(x_{\text{eq}}^{\text{in}} = n)$, in addition to $\rho_{\text{max}}$ of each asset type in each round. However, in $r\text{DP-Volume-match}$, the exchange rate is decided apriori according to an external reference price; we argue that the vast majority of the liquidity can be sourced directly from the external market trading at the reference price. In the blockchain context, this could be a
large Automatic Market Maker with sufficient liquidity, thereby reducing the amount of liquidity required from the liquidity provider to just $\rho^{\text{max}}$ of each asset type. We leave the detailed analysis of effective incentivization of liquidity provisioning to future work; we imagine traders submitting trade fees in each round, but do not model this explicitly.

► **Definition 10 (Privacy epoch).** We define a privacy epoch over the repeated execution of rDP-Volume-match for $m$ rounds, during which the participating liquidity provider contributes amounts of risky and numéraire assets to be frozen in each round; all frozen funds are returned when the $m$ rounds of the privacy epoch are completed.

We emphasize that the following privacy properties hold for client in- and outputs during the duration of a single private epoch; once the frozen funds are returned, round differential privacy no longer holds. For purposes of mitigating front-running, we argue that the epoch duration should be chosen to be sufficiently long to permit the execution of common, long-running honest user strategies. Alternatively, if the frozen funds provided by the liquidity provider are never returned or burnt, the following privacy properties hold absolutely.

We refer to Appendix A of [10] for formal proofs of the following theorem and lemmas which demonstrate round differential privacy for rDP-Volume-matching.

► **Theorem 11.** rDP-Volume-matching is $(\varepsilon^{\text{in}}, \delta^{\text{out}})$-$m$-round-differentially-private.

Theorem 11 follows directly from Lemmas 13 and 14, while the latter is demonstrated by leveraging bounds from Lemmas 12 and 13; we refer to the proof strategy in Appendix A of [10].

► **Lemma 12.** rDP-Volume-matching is $(\varepsilon^{\text{in}}, 0)$-input differentially private against an adversary that sees the adversarial trade outputs.

► **Lemma 13.** rDP-Volume-matching is $(\varepsilon^{\text{out}}, \delta^{\text{out}})$-correlated-output differentially private.

► **Lemma 14.** rDP-Volume-matching is $(\varepsilon^{\text{in}} + \varepsilon^{\text{out}}, \delta^{\text{out}})$-input differentially private.

### 4.2 Round DP double auctions

We propose a round differentially private double auction algorithm, called DP-double-auction for the trusted curator setting. Here, we introduce an initial sub-routine to compute an $(\varepsilon_{1}, 0)$-input differentially-private clearing price from trade orders input to the round. Subsequently, rDP-volume-match (§4.1) is performed on the subset of trade orders with price limits consistent with the clearing price.

For each round, we assume a discrete price range $r = [r_1, ..., r_l]$; without differentially privacy, the discrete price maximizing the number of order matches would be selected; to preserve input differential privacy, the exponential mechanism is applied to determine the clearing price.

**Orders in rDP-double-auction.** Inputs submitted to DP-double-auction are input in the form of $x = [(w_1, \text{dir}_1, \text{id}_1), ..., (w_n, \text{dir}_n, \text{id}_n)]$, where each valid trade order $(w_i, \text{dir}_i, \text{id}_i)$, contains bit array $w_i = [w_{i1}, ..., w_{il}]$, where each bit $w_{ij}$ indicates whether user $i$ is willing to buy ($\text{dir}_i = 0$) or sell ($\text{dir}_i = 1$) at price $r_j \in r$. 
Round differentially private clearing price. In the spirit of the round differentially private mechanisms introduced thus far, rDP-double-auction first computes a deterministic clearing price, and then applies a randomized, mechanism to determine the final, $((\epsilon^0, 0))$-input differentially private clearing price. Note that since the clearing price is “publicly” released, there is no private client output privacy to protect. For each discrete price index $j \in [l]$, we aggregate trade orders willing to sell or buy at price $r_j \in r$. Let $S_j$ denote all sell orders willing to sell at price $r_j \in r$ and $B_j$ denote all buy orders willing to buy at price $r_j \in r$. Then, the number of matched pairs at price $r_j$ is given by $u_j = \min(B_j, S_j)$, resulting in $u_x = \{u_1, ..., u_l\}$. Here, we interpret $(u_x : Z^{\leq l} \rightarrow Z^{\leq n/2})$ as the utility function for sampling the final clearing price with the exponential mechanism.

The exponential mechanism, first introduced by McSherry and Talwar [18], realizes a probability distribution over a range of events, for which the mechanism designer can express a utility score function $u_x$ applicable to each event; thus, events can be allocated probability mass proportional to $\exp((\epsilon^0 \cdot u_x(r))/(2\Delta u))$, where $\Delta u$ denotes the sensitivity of the utility function to a change to a single input. In other words, the mechanism designer can influence the probability distribution over events by allocating higher utility scores to preferred outcomes.

In DP-double-auction, the sensitivity of $u_x(x)$ at any discrete price index $j \in [l]$ is simply 1; thus $\Delta u = 1$. A change in an honest input from valid to a dummy order or from a dummy order to valid affects at most one match per price. Therefore,

$$\Delta u = \max_{x, x'} \max_{j \in [l]} |u_x(j) - u_{x'}(j)| \leq 1$$

Then, the probability distribution over which the clearing price is sampled is given by the exponential mechanism parameterized by utility function $u_x$, which in turn is determined from the submitted trade orders $x$. Thus, the probability of each discrete price $r_j \in r$ is given by:

$$Pr[j] = \frac{\exp(\epsilon^0 \cdot u_x(j)/2)}{\sum_{i \in [r]} \exp(\epsilon^0 \cdot u_x(i)/2)} \quad (5)$$

Since the exponential mechanism is $((\epsilon^0, 0))$-input differentially-private over all inputs ([18]), we consume $\epsilon^0$ of our $((\epsilon^0, 0))$-input differential-privacy budget when outputting the clearing price computed over $x$, leaving another $\epsilon^2$ for the subsequent rDP-volume-match at price $r$, such that $\epsilon^n = \epsilon^0 + \epsilon^2$.

rDP-Volume matching at clearing price. We subsequently apply rDP-volume-match from Section 4.1 at sampled clearing price from the preceding exponential mechanism step, returning the trade outputs from DP-volume-match privately to each trading client and frozen liquidity amounts to the liquidity provider.

**Theorem 15.** rDP-double auction is $m$-round-differentially-private.

We refer to Appendix A of [10] for the formal proof of Theorem 15.

5 Round-DP market mechanisms with MPC

To obtain a fair market in practice, we instantiate the trusted curator with a set of MPC parties who execute the market mechanisms described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 using an MPC protocol. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we present a formal description of the proposed market mechanisms, as well as some textual explanation for the steps of the algorithms where some care is required to ensure the efficiency of the MPC execution.
We implement our oblivious algorithms in the online/offline preprocessing paradigm; during a preceding (off-line) preprocessing phase, secret-shared data is generated which is independent of secret client inputs. When running experiments, we focus on benchmarking online phases, as pre-processing phase can be outsourced or parallelized. Thus, in Section 5.3, we present online runtimes for both the rDP-volume-match algorithm and the rDP-double-auction algorithm. We show that, even though these algorithms satisfy stronger privacy guarantees than those in previous works on dark pools using MPC, high order throughput is still achieved. Indeed, the runtimes of our rDP-volume-match algorithm are in the same order of magnitude as those of the Bucket Match algorithm from [12], which provides a similar functionality but without round-differential-privacy. The rDP-double-auction algorithm, on the other hand, has a more expensive input correctness check, becoming more expensive as we consider more price points. Even so, it can process around one thousand orders in just 2 seconds when considering 100 price points. Thus, we introduce the possibility for users to choose the prices at which they wish to trade while achieving practical throughput and satisfying round-differential-privacy.

5.1 rDP-volume-match with MPC

The formal description of the rDP-volume-match algorithm instantiated with MPC is presented in Figures 5 and 6. Note that both the order format and the InputCheckVM procedure in Figure 5, as well as the first 2 steps of the MatchVol procedure in Figure 6 are identical to the ones in the Bucket Match algorithm from [12].

Randomness sampling. We note that distributions sampled during the randomized matching response and the liquidity compensation are independent of the input orders, and can thus be obliviously sampled ahead of time by running the procedure NoiseGen in Figure 6 together during the preprocessing phase of the MPC algorithm. The sampling, described in Figure 4, is performed using the inverse transform sampling method, adapted from [16]. To sample a random value from a distribution given by probability mass function $P$, we start by taking the corresponding cumulative distribution function, $F_X(x) = \sum_{x_i \leq x} P(X = x_i)$. We then sample a secret shared value $\langle z \rangle \in (0, 1]$ uniformly at random, which can be derived from a randomly generated integer as shown in [16]. The desired distribution can now be obtained by taking the first $x$ such that $F_X(x)$ is greater or equal to $\langle z \rangle$.

Sample: On input $P$, the probability distribution of a discrete random variable $X$ that may take $k$ different values $x_1, \ldots, x_k$:
1. Sample $\langle z \rangle \in (0, 1]$ uniformly at random.
2. For all $i$: $F_i \leftarrow \sum_{j=1}^{i} P(X = x_j)$
3. For all $i$: $\langle c_i \rangle \leftarrow (F_i \geq \langle z \rangle)$.
4. For all $i$: $c_i \leftarrow \text{Open}(\langle c_i \rangle)$.
5. Return $x_j$ for the lowest $j$ such that $c_j = 1$.

Figure 4 Sampling from a probability distribution $P$ with MPC.

Input format check. Since the orders are secret shared among the MPC parties, a format verification step is required. I.e., we need to check that every order $i$ is such that $(b_i, s_i) \in \{(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)\}$. To do so, we run the InputCheckVM procedure in Figure 5, where orders without the correct format are rejected.
was revealed, and the matching procedure was simplified by opening successful orders as soon as revealing any of the secret shared values throughout the computation. This is unlike the Bucket Match mechanism from [12], where the trading direction with the most total volume was revealed, and the matching procedure was simplified by opening successful orders as soon as they were matched. As a consequence, we obtain a more complex, oblivious procedure,

\textbf{Fuzzy order matching.} To achieve the desired differential privacy guarantees, we avoid revealing any of the secret shared values throughout the computation. This is unlike the Bucket Match mechanism from [12], where the trading direction with the most total volume was revealed, and the matching procedure was simplified by opening successful orders as soon as they were matched. As a consequence, we obtain a more complex, oblivious procedure,
described in MatchVol in Figure 6. Here, we calculate the cumulative total volume for each 
i and for each direction, thus obtaining \( \langle \sigma^l_i \rangle \) and \( \langle \sigma^r_i \rangle \) (note that we need to perform the 
calculations in both directions to hide which direction has more total volume). We then 
compare \( (u) \) (the total matched volume in each direction) with the cumulative volume at 
each index \( i \), and accept every order \( i \) until \( (u) \) is exceeded. A randomized response over the 
matches is obtained by using the randomness \( \langle \pi_i \rangle \) sampled during MPC pre-processing.

**Liquidity compensation.** This phase of the oblivious algorithm, realized in step 12 of the 
MatchVol procedure (Fig. 6), is identical to the liquidity compensation procedure described 
in Section 4.1, except that we are now operating over secret shared values.

### 5.2 rDP-double-auction with MPC

The formal description of the rDP-double-auction algorithm instantiated with MPC is presented 
in Figures 7 and 8.

**Input format check.** The correctness of the inputs is verified by the procedure InputCheckDA 
in Figure 7, which checks that \( \langle \text{dir}_i \rangle \) as well as every \( \langle w_{ij} \rangle \) are bits and rejects order \( i \) if that 
is not the case. For the orders in the correct format, this procedure additionally converts 
\( \langle w_{ij} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{dir}_i \rangle \) into a sequence of pairs \( ((b_{ij}), \langle s_{ij} \rangle) \), where \( \langle b_{ij} \rangle \) and \( \langle s_{ij} \rangle \) represents whether order \( i \) is a buy, sell or a dummy for price \( j \) (i.e., \( \langle b_{ij} \rangle \) and \( \langle s_{ij} \rangle \) have the same meaning as 
in Section 5.1, but are now associated with a specific price \( r_j \)).

![Figure 7 Input correctness check for rDP-double-auction](image)

**Exponential mechanism.** We obliviously determine how many orders can be matched at 
each price point by calculating \( \langle u_j \rangle \) for each price \( r_j \) the same way as \( \langle u \rangle \) was calculated 
in the rDP-volume-matching algorithm. The exponential mechanism can now be used to 
select the best trading price. The probability \( \Pr[j] \) associated with price point \( r_j \) depends 
on the corresponding utility value \( \langle u_j \rangle \), and since the utility must remain private, the 
calculated probabilities \( \Pr[j] \) will also be secret shared values. While this does not affect the 
sampling procedure (the algorithm in Figure 4 remains unchanged if the probability mass 
function is private), computing each \( \Pr[j] \) will require the expensive evaluation of a secure 
exponentiation.

To avoid exponentiation and efficiently compute the selection probabilities with MPC, we 
use the techniques proposed in [5]. Firstly, instead of considering the selection probabilities 
as given in Eq. 5, we reduce the complexity by calculating unnormalized probabilities \( (W_j) \)
(called weights), where $\langle W_j \rangle = \exp(\varepsilon \cdot \langle u_j \rangle) / 2$. The clearing price sampling can later be performed using these weights by multiplying $\langle z \rangle$ with $\sum_{j=1}^{d} \exp(\varepsilon \cdot \langle u_j \rangle) / 2$, as shown in steps 4-8 of FindPrice in Figure 8. Secondly, there are two possible solutions for computing the weights according to the value of $\varepsilon_1^n$ (recall that $\varepsilon_1^n$ is the input privacy budget consumed when executing the exponential mechanism; $\varepsilon_1^n$ is public and fixed beforehand):

(i) For $\varepsilon_1^n = 2 \cdot \ln(2)$, we get $\langle W_j \rangle = 2^{\langle u_j \rangle}$. This value can be directly written as $\langle (0, 0, (2), \langle u_j \rangle) \rangle$ by using the floating-point notation introduced in [2]. With this notation, a secret shared floating-point value $\langle f \rangle$ is represented as a tuple $\langle (s), \langle o \rangle, \langle v \rangle, \langle p \rangle \rangle$ with $f = (1 - 2 \cdot s) \cdot (1 - o) \cdot v \cdot 2^p$, where $s$ is the sign bit (set to 1 when $f$ is negative), $o$ is the zero bit (set to 1 when $f$ is zero), $v$ is the mantissa and $p$ the exponent.

(ii) For $\varepsilon_1^n = 2 \cdot \ln(2) / 2^d$, where $d \in \mathbb{N}$, we get $\langle W_j \rangle = 2^{\langle u_j \rangle / 2^d} = 2^{\langle u_j \rangle / 2^d} \cdot \langle u_j \rangle \mod 2^d / 2^d$. The weight $\langle W_j \rangle$ can thus be obtained by calculating the exponentiation with base 2 on the integer part of $\langle u_j \rangle / 2^d$, and multiplying it by a corrective term $2^{\langle u_j \rangle \mod 2^d} / 2^d$ which takes one out of $2^d$ possible values depending on $u_j$. The $2^d$ possible terms are publicly pre-computed and the correct one is obliviously selected using $\langle u_j \rangle$.

There is an additional procedure in [5] for calculating the weights for arbitrary values of $\varepsilon_1^n$. This procedure relies on the decomposability of the considered utility function, meaning that clients can locally calculate the weights associated with their own inputs and these can later be combined to obtain a correct global weight using MPC. Since our utility function is not decomposable, this method is not applicable. An alternative for computing the weights for arbitrary $\varepsilon_1^n$ would be to first publicly calculate all the possible weights according to the amount of submitted orders, and then obliviously select the correct weight for each price point. This would however imply several secure comparisons and become inefficient for large amounts of submitted orders and available price points. It is therefore preferable to choose $\varepsilon_1^n$ according to the formats in (i) or (ii), which already provide considerable flexibility.

---

**rDP-double-auction:** On input $x'$, $x'^{\text{liq}}$, submitted by $(\mathcal{P}_1^\text{nd}, ..., \mathcal{P}_n^\text{nd})$ and $\mathcal{P}_n^{\text{liq}}$, respectively, where $x' = [x'_1, ..., x'_n]$, $x'_i = (w_i, (\text{dir}_i), (\text{id}_i))$, $w_i = [(\text{w}_i_1), ..., (\text{w}_i_d)]$, $x'^{\text{liq}} = ([x'^{\text{liq}}_0], [x'^{\text{liq}}_1])$ and $w_{i_0}, \text{dir}_i, i_0, x'^{\text{liq}}_0, x'^{\text{liq}}_1 \in \mathbb{F}_p$, as well as a list of prices $r = [r_1, ..., r_l]$.

1. Let $x \leftarrow \text{InputCheckDA}(x')$
2. $x'^{\text{match}}, \langle c_R \rangle, \langle u_R \rangle \leftarrow \text{FindPrice}(x)$
3. Execute $\text{MatchVol}$ from Figure 6 from step 3 with inputs $x^{\text{match}} = [x^{\text{match}}_1, ..., x^{\text{match}}_n]$, $x'^{\text{liq}}$, $\langle c_R \rangle$ and $\langle u_R \rangle$.

**FindPrice:** On input $x = [x_1, ..., x_n]$, where $x_i = [(b_{i_1}), (s_{i_1}), ..., (b_{i_d}), (s_{i_d}), (\text{id}_i)]$.

1. For all $j$: $(B_j) \leftarrow (B_j) + (b_{i_1}) + ... + (b_{i_d})$, and $(S_j) \leftarrow (S_j) + (s_{i_1}) + ... + (s_{i_d})$.
2. For all $j$, let $(c_j) \leftarrow (S_j) > (B_j)$ and $(a_j) \leftarrow (c_j) \cdot (B_j) + (1 - c_j) \cdot (S_j)$.
3. Calculate weights $\langle W_1 \rangle, ..., \langle W_k \rangle$ using Algorithm 3 from [5] on input $(a_1), ..., (a_l)$.
4. For all $j$: $F_j \leftarrow \sum_{a_j} (W_a)$
5. Sample $\langle z' \rangle \in (0, 1]$ uniformly at random and let $\langle z \rangle \leftarrow \langle z' \rangle \cdot (F_i)$.
6. For all $j$: $(q_j) \leftarrow (F_j) \geq \langle z \rangle$.
7. For all $j$: $q_j \leftarrow \text{Open}(q_j)$.
8. $R \leftarrow r_j$ for the lowest $j$ such that $q_j = 1$.
9. Set $x_i^{\text{match}} = [(b_{i_H}), (s_{i_H}), (\text{id}_i)]$.
10. Return $x^{\text{match}} = [x_1^{\text{match}}, ..., x_n^{\text{match}}], \langle c_R \rangle$ and $\langle u_R \rangle$.

---

**Figure 8** rDP-double-auction algorithm with MPC.
After a price is selected, we can run the rDP-volume-matching algorithm in Figure 6, starting from step 3 of the MatchVol procedure. Note that since we do not know which orders accept the selected price, every order submitted to the double auction will also be considered when subsequently executing the volume matching. Orders that did not accept the selected price will appear as dummies during the matching.

5.3 Experiments

To benchmark the performance of our MPC algorithms, we implemented and executed them using Scale-Mamba [3] with Shamir secret sharing between 3 parties. All the parties are run on identical machines with an Intel i-9900 CPU and 128GB of RAM. The ping time between all the machines is 1.003 ms. Precise numerical values for the results presented here are given in Appendix B of [10].

Online phase of rDP-volume-match. The runtimes for the online phase of one round of the rDP-volume-match algorithm for an increasing number of submitted orders can be found in Figure 9. These runtimes include the InputCheckVM procedure described in Figure 5 which, is identical to the one in the “Bucket Match” dark pool algorithm from [12], and has an average runtime of 0.00013 seconds (0.13 ms) per order. The randomness sampling for the randomized matching response and the frozen liquidity can be done in the preprocessing phase of the MPC, and is thus not considered for the presented results. The runtimes increase approximately linearly with the number of orders (note the logarithmic scale on the horizontal axis), and we see that our algorithm achieves a high order throughput, taking just under 4 seconds to process 10 thousand orders. While InputCheckVM is identical to the input correctness check of the Bucket Match algorithm from [12], our matching procedure MatchVol is slower than the one in Bucket Match. Because of the stronger privacy guarantees we want to satisfy, we cannot reveal intermediary computation results such as which direction has larger total volume or which orders are already matched, as in the Bucket Match. This results in a more complex (and thus more expensive) matching phase. Nonetheless, we note that our runtimes are in the same order of magnitude as the ones presented in [12]. Our rDP-volume-match algorithm can process 10 thousand orders in 3.94 seconds. The Bucket Match algorithm, on the other hand, processes 26838 orders in 4.14 seconds, i.e., it processes...
around 2.5 times as many orders in a similar amount of time. The slightly lower throughput of \texttt{rDP-volume-match} should still be high enough for most real-world applications, especially considering the improved privacy it provides.

**Online phase of rDP-double-auction.** The runtimes for the online phase of the rDP-double-auction algorithm for an increasing number of submitted orders and different values of $\varepsilon_1$ can be found in Figure 9. These runtimes include the InputCheckDA procedure described in Figure 7, as well as the FindPrice procedure from Figure 8 and the MatchVol from Figure 6 starting from step 3.
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- **Figure 10** Runtimes in seconds (with logarithmic scale on the x-axis) for the online phase of the rDP-double-auction algorithm with different values of $\varepsilon_1$; showing: (left) selection between 10 different price points; (right) selection between 100 different price points. $\varepsilon_1$ is the amount of input privacy budget consumed when executing the exponential mechanism to find the clearing price.

The average runtime of InputCheckDA is of 0.00030 seconds (0.30 ms) per order when considering 10 price points and 0.00145 seconds (1.45 ms) per order when considering 100 price points. The percent contribution of this part of the algorithm to the total runtime becomes more significant as the number of orders increases, constituting around 50% of the total runtime across all $\varepsilon_1$ values when considering 10 thousand orders with 10 price points, and 70% to 80% when considering 10 thousand orders with 100 price points, depending on the choice of $\varepsilon_1$. The FindPrice procedure, on the other hand, does not get significantly slower with the increase in the number of orders. This is also the only part of the algorithm that depends on the choice of $\varepsilon_1$, since the method for calculating the weights associated with each price point changes depending on $\varepsilon_1$, as described in Section 5.2. As expected, the difference in runtime for different $\varepsilon_1$’s becomes more noticeable when considering more price points, with FindPrice taking around 2.2 seconds more with $\varepsilon_1 = \ln(2)/2$ than with $\varepsilon_1 = 2\ln(2)$. Nonetheless, this increase remains comparatively small when we consider large numbers of orders.

## 6 Future work

In this work, we have initiated the study of differential privacy in the trusted curator model, resulting in a definitional framework of round differential privacy, which protects both private inputs and private, yet correlated-outputs. We argue this setting applies to many economic or financial application domains. We introduce round differentially private market mechanisms for traditional finance, but also decentralized finance when instantiated with privacy-preserving smart contracts [4].
We highlight the investigation of general correlated-output differentially private mechanisms for common output correlation classes as an interesting avenue for future work. In the setting of standard differential privacy, the Laplace, Gaussian or exponential mechanisms provide “plug-and-play” techniques to transform query algorithms into differentially privacy mechanisms. The investigation of similarly general techniques to achieve correlated-output differential privacy would represent a useful toolkit in the trusted curator setting. Achieving efficiency for such generalized mechanisms with custom MPC protocols would greatly facilitate the deployment of round-differentially-private mechanisms in practice.
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